
        Richmond Cycling Campaign 

 

Minutes of meeting held on 14 May 2012 

 

Present 

Paul Luton, Stephen Palmer, Alastair Barr, Anthony Paish, John Head (Chair) 

 

1. The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed to be a correct record.  

 

2. There were no matters arising. 

 

3. Twickenham Area Action Plan 

There has been no further consultation by Richmond Council on the Twickenham Area Action 

Plan. Members will continue to look out for information regarding this. It was noted that RCC 

submitted detailed comments on the scheme to the Council. 

 

4. Hammersmith Bridge 

John will pass on the contact details to Anthony who will get in touch with Hammersmith 

Cycling Campaign. 

Action: Anthony 

 

5. Go Dutch campaign 

We conducted a modest but useful campaign locally, mainly collecting signatures for the 

petition at cycle stands at railway stations.  The feeder ride from Richmond to the central 

London demonstration attracted about 30 people despite the dismal weather. The Chair 

thanked those who participated in these activities. 

 

6. Cyclists Liaison Group (CLG) 

a. John reported on the previous CLG meeting which was held on 19 April. The only item 

on the agenda was a discussion on what members of the group thought should be done 

for cycling in the borough based upon a policy limited mainly to off-road and leisure 

cycling.  

Anthony observed that this was the third time that such an exercise has been 

undertaken while he has been attending the CLG but with little or nothing to show for 

it. 

b. There was discussion on how a Go Dutch policy could be applied in the borough in 

practical terms. 

c. It was suggested that we should attempt to ascertain the Council’s view of the 

proposals made by the Times newspaper. 

d. It was agreed that before the next CLG meeting we should ask the Council to review the 

2011-12 cycling budget and to report on progress. 

Action: John 

 

7. Communications   

a. Alastair reported on the RCC website which provides our communications system.  

b. The website is providing considerable publicity with about 50 people per day visiting 

the site via our email newsletter, internet searches and our Twitter and Facebook pages 

c. Particularly popular is our Olympics information page. 



d. Alastair requested articles for the website, e.g. about safety, cycle clothing, cycle 

accessories. 

e. The email newsletter will be made suitable for printing so that paper copies can be 

distributed e.g. on rides or from a stall at a public event. 

f. The numbers of users or contacts are approximately: Facebook 60, Twitter 900, email 

list 500. 

g. Alastair and Jonathan are writing an IT guide which will assist other, possibly less expert 

members on how to manage the website. 

 

Action: there were no specific actions but members are reminded about the request 

for articles. Contact Alastair on:  info@richmondlcc.co.uk 

  

8. Campaigning 

Alastair will speak to members regarding leading and organising campaigning where there is 

currently a gap in our organisation. 

Action: Alastair 

 

9. Other business 

Anthony observed that Richmond Council’s communication regarding the Olympics makes no 

mention of cycling as a means of transport. 

 

 

 

 

 


